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We calculate box diagrams of penguin variety which represent additional short-distance contribution to the K°-I( ° mixing. Its 
imaginary part is sizeable and leads to an extra contribution to the CP-violating parameter c, which lowers substantially (by 25%) 
the value given by the standard box. 

I. Introduction. The K°-IZ ° mixing represents an 
exquisitely sensitive channel for improvement  o f  our 
knowledge of  CP violation. Accordingly, our consid- 
eration is based on the basic features of  CP violation 
in the minimal  standard model (SM): 
- CP violation appears only as a loop effect; 
- its measure, represented by the parameter ~, seems 
to come mainly from the short distance (SD) physics. 

These features have motivated us to examine the 
SD K°-I~ ° mixing mechanisms in detail. In particu- 
lar, we want to invoke diagrams of  a different topo- 
logical structure than the box diagram usually 
considered. We illustrate both the possibility of  new 
important contributions from these diagrams and the 
necessity for going beyond the leading log approxi- 
mation used so far. 

Recently there has been considerable interest in the 
so-called "double-penguin-diagram" (DP) contribu- 
tion to the local four-quark AS= 2 hamiltonian [ 1-3]. 
The estimate of  ref. [ l ], based on a simplified treat- 
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Fig. 1. A typical double penguin diagram, which has three crossed 
diagram companions. 

ment of  a single diagram shown in fig. 1, gave a large 
KL-Ks mass difference proportional to mt 2. The doubt 
cast on this result by ref. [2] initiated the "double- 
penguin controversy" [4]. Our previous paper [3] 
settled this controversy by an improved SD treat- 
ment which included 

(i) the momentum dependence of  the penguin loop 
and the "non-leading" terms, 

(ii) the non-local part (corresponding to the PaPv/f  
term in the penguin-gluon propagator), 

(iii) all (four) QCD gauge-independent diagrams 
of  fig. 1. 

As a result, the set of  diagrams in fig. 1 turns out 
to be negligible in comparison with the simplest 
"standard box" diagram of  Gaillard and Lee [5]. 
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Fig. 2. Annihilation channel counterpart of fig. 1. 

However, the ratio of the double penguin over the 
standard box, becomes slightly modified (by a factor 
0.85) when we include 

(iv) both exchange (fig. l) and annihilation (fig. 2) 
diagrams, as it will be done systematically in the 
present paper. Based on the experience gained in our 
previous penguin-loop calculations of CP-violating 
amplitudes [6], we conjectured in ref. [3] about pos- 
sible new important contributions to the CP-violat- 
ing parameter ~. Here we demonstrate how this 
conjecture is actually realized. We will not go into all 
details in this short letter, but will rather proceed 
directly to describe the main results. 

a2G 2) diagrams. A nice 2. Full set of three-loop (~ s F/ 
feature of the set of diagrams shown in fig. 1 is its 
gauge independence, as a consequence of each gluon 
being accompanied with a transverse projector 

~ , p _  2(g,,_ & , / /  p2) = g,,~_ p~pe/p2 . 

The projector Pv appears in the expression for the 
penguin-loop transition s-,dG: 

fpC(p 2, m 2, M'2)aya taLSl~Tp(p), (la) 

where 

fp-= -- Ix/~ GFgs]47C 2 , 

C(p 2, m 2, M z ) 
1 

f - M 2 + p 2 x ( 1  -x)  
=6 _ ] d x x ( 1 - x )  1. ~-5 + - - ~  _----~ (lb) 

0 

and (m, M) refers to either (mu, me) or (me, mr) pairs 
of current quark masses. The nice feature of explicit 
gauge independence is already lost in simplest exten- 
sion to the set of diagrams shown in fig. 3. If at these 
diagrams the gluon line not attached to the penguin 
loops is removed, then one ends up with the gauge- 
independent "siamese-penguin mechanism" [7]. 
However, the explicit (although model-dependent) 
evaluation [7] of this mechanism shows that its con- 
tribution to the K°-I(  ° mixing is entirely negligible. 
Thus we are back to the "siamese penguin-box" dia- 
grams (SP) (fig. 3), the estimate of which will be more 
straightforward, but requires other accompanying 
diagrams to maintain gauge independence. 

One of such additional diagrams we promised to 
consider [31 is the "'diamond box" (D) (fig. 4). It 
involves a triangle loop for the s-~dGG transition (fig. 
5): 
f d  tat~T=p~Ls, fT=2X/~ GFOLs/47C. (2) 

The tensor in (2) is the sum of the symmetric and 
antisymmetric part of the following structure: 

7~ap~=A(ga~pp+gapp~)+Bgp~Pc,+Cp,~pppo, (3a) 

and 

T~po= - iF( .o~poAp A • (3b) 

For expository purposes, it is convenient to restrict 
oneself to the leading-log part (contained only in the 
functions A and B, whose complete form will be pre- 
sented elsewhere): 

s s ~ d s 

d= d ~ / ~ f c ' t  s d 

d 

+ 6 crossed 

Fig. 3. Example of QCD gauge dependent double penguin diagram (siamese-penguin box). 
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Fig. 4. Diamond box, another gauge dependent diagram of order a2G~. 

+ 2 crossed 

x/~ GF(afl3n) ln(M2/p 2) d tbt a 

× [--PpTo--P~Tp+ 2gp~PaTa] Ls" (4) 

Once being equipped with the penguin (1) and tri- 
angle (2) loop subdiagrams, we complete the list of 

ctsGv by considering also the diagrams of order 2 2 
"mixed penguin" box diagrams (MP) (fig. 6). In order 
to demonstrate the completeness (i.e. gauge invari- 
ance), let us write down the listed box subsets in terms 
of the leading-log expression (with the colour and 
Dirac algebra factors extracted) 

1 
ffl,_log=(~l?uLs)Z(Zv/2 OF) 2 16n: 

2 2 2 

W 

Fig. 5. The s~dGG transition reduced to a triangle diagram, when 
W is considered to be heavy. 

The result for the double penguin can be read off (up 
to the factor of  1.7 from including the diagram from 
fig. 2) from eqs. (9), (11), (19) and (20) of  ref. [3]: 

- • ( 6 )  

In an analogous way we calculate the siamese pen- 
guin box 

M~].Po,= ( -  ~ -  ]0A~r,.,o , (7) 

the diamond contribution 

M~].~o,-- (4 - ~ ~)hr,_,o ' (8) 

and, finally, the mixed box 

M~j_~o P = ( - 8 + ~OAl~.~og. (9) 

Summing up eqs. (7)-(9) proves the ~ independence 
in the leading log approximation. Once proving this, 
we calculate individual diagrams in the Feynman 
gauge. The individual box values reported in the next 
section refer to this gauge. 

3. Results and conclusions. Since the "non-leading 
terms" are quite sizeable in the double penguin loops 
[3], we proceed by considering full expressions for 

s d 

u,c,t u,c,t 

Fig. 6. Mixed penguin diagrams. 

+ 14 crossed 
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Table 1 
Loop integrals entering the three terms in (11) for the choice #= 0.7 GeV, rnc = 1.4 GeV and mt= 45 GeV. 

18 September 1986 

Separate Loop integral 
penguin-like 
box diagrams CP-conserving 
("PL') f(,u 2, m~ 2 ) 

interference KM suppressed 
CP-violating CP-violating 
g(p2, m 2) [(m 2, m 2) 

DP a) 12.87 0.58 13.3 
SP 12.87 0.58 13.3 
D 15.1 0.76 21.7 
MP - 82.8 - 3.62 - 79 

a~ Note that this row is a slightly modified middle row of table 1 in ref. [3]. 

them. Thus,  in the case of  the double  penguin box 
(which we take as a reference point) ,  the leading-log 
expressions (5) and  (6) get replaced by 

68 2V/2(GF)2( f 
27 16/t 2 ~,,J dp2[ °~s(p2)2/47t] 2 

× Cp(p 2, m 2, M~0 Cp(p 2, m22, M~2))(ayLs) 2 . (10) 

The integral in (10), and  the analogous integrals with 
the Cp terms from (1) replaced by the T terms f rom 
(2), de te rmine  the K ° - I (  ° mixing matr ix  e lement  o f  
the form [3] 

221(/22, mc 2 ) -- 2~,u2tK(,tt 2, m E ) + 22tI(m 2, m2),  ( 1 l a) 

where we dist inguish the d imensionless  integrals 
f(m 2, M 2 ) defined by 

I ( m  2, M 2) = [Mas(M2)]2[(m 2, M2)  . (1 lb)  

In table l we display these integrals for the whole set 

o f  penguin-like boxes o f  order  2 2 asGF. In table 2 we 
present their  individual  and total contr ibut ions to the 
real (CP-conserving) and imaginary  (CP-violat ing) 
par ts  of  the A S = 2  mass matr ix.  Only the terms 
f(a  2, m E) are sensit ive to the infrared cut-off/t .  How- 
ever, their  cont r ibut ion  to the KL-Ks  mass  differ- 
ence is anyhow in compet i t ion  with the long dis tance 
(dispersive) effects. The most  interest ing loop inte- 
grals are/( '( / t  2, m E) and they are ra ther  stable to both 
/~ and mr. These integrals, which are zero in the lead- 
ing log approximat ion ,  give sizeable contr ibut ion  in 
the next to leading approximat ion .  Most  o f  their  
contr ibut ion comes from the "mixed  box"  and can  
be ascribed to the coherent  superposi t ion within the 
biggest class o f  diagrams, with this par t icular  loop 
structure. Then they result in the large CP-violat ing 
contr ibut ion which consti tutes - 2 5 %  of  the corre- 
sponding QCD corrected [8] s tandard  box value. By 
summing them up, the ~ parameter ,  which comes 
mostly from the pure mass-matr ix  effect (e = ~m) can 

Table 2 
Penguin-like box diagram contributions to the AS= 2 mass matrix, normalized to the double penguin box, and compared to the standard 
box. 

Contribution Penguin-like box 

DP SP D MP 

PL Percentage 
a, of the QCD 

corrected 
standard box 

CP-conserving 1 0.47 -0.46 2.52 3.53 - 10% 
CP-violating 1 0.47 -0.51 2.45 3.41 -25% 

interference 
CP-violating 1 0.47 - 0.64 2.32 3.15 - 2% 

KM suppressed 
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be writ ten in the form 

I~rn : ~box+  I~penguin-like ~ 0 . 7 5 ¢ b o x .  (12) 

In view of  the remaining uncertaint ies  [9] (the B- 
parameter ,  b-l ifet ime and b--,u to b - c  ratio),  this 
apparent  reduction of  the value given by the stan- 
dard  box still does not  mean the inconsistency 
between the exper imental  and theoret ical  values of  
~. Moreover,  the message of  our  paper  is that  before 
claiming to have such inconsistencies,  more accurate 
calculations within the s tandard  model  are also 
needed. In particular,  we have shown here the 
importance o f  addi t ional  loops for an effect (CP vio- 
lation) which is genuinely a loop effect. The loops in 
question are double penguin-like boxes o f  order  

2 2 OLsGF, different from the order  ot 2 Q C D  corrected 
ordinary box. The way in which we incorporate QCD 
effects, by putt ing oq--,ots(p z) under  the loop inte- 
grals, is inspired by previous loop calculat ions 
[ 10,11 ]. The role of  double  penguin loops in predict-  
ing the CP-violating parameter  ~ is rather  evident  
since there are no uncertaint ies  due to long-distance 
physics in this case. We end up with the SD, A S =  2 

local four-quark hamil tonian.  The rat io of  its mat r ix  
element to the s tandard box one is free of  ambiguities.  

We thank Rober to  Peccei for reading the manu-  
script and  for useful comments .  We also thank 
Fernando  Cornet  for provid ing  us with a convenient  
numerica l  routine. 
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